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THE FUNCTION OF ORNAMENT
Farshid Moussavi

Architecture needs mechanisms that allow it to become connected to culture.
It achieves this by continually capturrng the forces that shape society as material
to workwith. Architecture's materiality is therefore a composite one, made up of
visible as wellas invisible forces. Progress in architecture occurs through new
concepts bywhich it becomes connected with this material, and it manifests itself
in new aesthetic compositions and affects. lt is these new affects that allow us to
constantly engage with the city in new ways.

The aesthetic composition of buildings has been explored in various ways in
history. ln the twentieth century, Modernism used transparency to achieve a
"direct" representation of architectural elements of space, structure and program.
But recent history contributed to making the use of literal transparency obso-

lete, prompting a discussion on the expression of buildings. Postmodernism used
décor, and Deconstructivism used the geometry of collage, as styles in place of
transparency. But style cannot easily adjust to changes in culture.

.Currently a number of conditions require us to reevaluate these previous tools
for constructing building expressions. T[ese include a growing number of building
types that are "blank." Department stores, shopping malls, cineplexes, libraries,
and museums do not require any relationship between inside and outside.
Contemporary technology and the need for sealed and controlled environments
necessitate bigger service voids, plant rooms, storage spaces, and server rooms,
increasing the size of these buildings. ln addition, the architect's role is becoming
increasingly specialized in the design of the outer shell, leaving the interior to
other designers. This is particularly true of speculative developments where the
tenants are not known at the outset of a project. New environmental regulations
designed to achieve greater energy eff iciency f urther contribute to this new



condition. Glass alone is unable to provide effective levels of environmental con-

trol, and needs to be enhanced through layering or by providing areas of opacity

that increase its thermal.performance. This alters the use of glass in buildings

in such a waythat pure transparency cannot produce the building expression.

ln allthese cases, architects must in effect give the building an expression that

is independent from the interioryet contributes to the urban setting. The role of

architects netsd no longer involve the entire fabric of buildings. lt can now address

in lesser or greater depth the synergy between the interior and the exterior, from

the surface of the envelope through to the entire fabric.

This radically alters the expression of buildings. Liberated f rom representing

the interior, the opportunity is to find toolsthrough which architecture can engage

with the urban setting. lt is clearthat in a multicultural and increasingly cosmo-

politan society, symbolic communication is harderto enact as it is difficult to gain

a consensus on symbols or icons. Representational tools are less coded and

unable to produce convergence with culture.

Ornament as Contingent: Décor and Communication

Communication can be f ramed historically. The relationship between the inte-

rior and the exterior of buildings range from the poché space of the Romans to

the theatrical effects of the Baroque, from Gottfried Semper's theory of orna-

ment to Adolf Loos's opposition to it. For Semper, the functional and structural

requirements of a building were subordinate to the semiotic and artistic goals of

ornament. For Loos, on the other hand, ornamentation was a crime. ln his view,

ornament was used in traditionaltsocieties as a means of differentiation; modern

society needed not to emphasize individuality, but on the contrary, to suppiess it.

Hence for Loos, ornamentation had lost its social function and had become

u n necessa ry.1

Modernism brought to architecture an obsession with transparency. Transpar-

encywas meant to make architecture more "sincere," in sharp contrast with the

bourgeois practice of decoration. Architecture was no longer supposed to disguise

functions, but to make them visible and to renderthe city and its buildings imme-

diately readable. Such was the paradigm that dominated architecture and urban

design well into the 19ó0's.



A critique of this approach was formulated in the decade that followed. ln the
first instance, Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown denounced the Modernist
paradigm as cynicaland dull, and proposed to replace transparencywith décor.2

Forthem, décor helped to integrate buildingswithin the urban realm and give

them meaning in the eyes of the public. Their proposalendorsed a radical break
between buildings as function and buildings as representation, accepting as a

creative factor the contradiction between space, structure and program on the
one hand, and representation on the other. Venturi and Scott Brown argued that
architects, intent on generating expression out of the internal orders of buildings,
ignored the "ready-made" cultural expressions that would enable architecture to
communicate with a wider public.

However, Postmodernism fast became obsolete. ln the absence of a common
language or system of understanding, the kind of communication proposed

by Postmodernism could not reach the wider public. lnherited symbols remain
dependent on a particular cultural moment or context and cannot survive
changing conditions. lf architecture is to remain convergentwith culture, it needs
to build mechanisms bywhich culture can constantly produce new images and

concepts rather than recycle existing ones.

0rnament as Necessár|: Affect and Sensation

Many buildings of the twentieth century continue to effectively relate to culture
by creating sensations and affects.3 Similar to Sigfried Kracauer's suggestion
that ornamental mass movements in a stadium bestowform to a given matter,"a
these buildings produce affects that seem to grow directly from matter itself.
They build expressions out of an internál orderthat overcome the need to
communicate" through a common language, the terms of which may no longer

be available. lt is paradoxically in this way that building expressions remain
resilient in time.

This book documents some of these experiments carried out by architects in

constructing unique affects. These affects may start with found imagery or ico-
nography as raw cultural material. However they do not remain as pure acts of
consumption, but rather are disassembled and reassembled to produce new sen-
sations that remain open to new forms of experience. lt is in this way that they



are contemporary and committed to progress. 0perating through direct sensa-

tions, they bypass the need forthe codification of language and are able to shift
across space and time. They may produce indirect analogies, but their primary
purpose is to render the invisible forces in contemporary culture visible.

For example, recent experiments with data, diagrams, and other non-represen-
tational methods are effective in exploring an unmediated process to visualize

technology as a culturalforce.

The cases studied in this book reveal an in-built sense of order, a consistency

against which we can test our experience.s Against the symbolic interpretation
of culture by Postmodernism, the dynamic nature of culture requires that build-

ings each time define their own ground and develop an internal consistency. lt is
precisely through these internal orders that architecture gains an ability to per-

form relative to culture and to build its own system of evaluation. These orders

are therefore not about pure architecturalexpression," removed from culture,

of the kind that was dismissed by Postmodernism. They are not about being pure,

but about being consistent. They do not aim at being disconnected but, rather,

contaminated with culture. Louis Sullivan proposed such a need for consistency

and organicity in building expressions.ó In Sullivan's buildings, like allthe cases

documented here, this organicity leads to ornament that grows from the material

organization and is inseparable f rom it.

0rnament is the figure that emerges from the material substrate, the expression

of embedded forces through processes of construction, assembly and growth.

It is through ornament that material transmits affects.0rnament is therefore
necessary and inseparable from the object. lt is not a mask determined a priori
to create specific meanings fas in PostmodernismJ, even though it does contribute
to contingent or involuntary signification Ia characteristic of allformsJ. lt has no

intention to decorate, and there is in it no hidden meaning. At the best of times,

ornament becomes an empty sign" capable of generating an unlimited number

of resonances.

Whereas décor and representation promoted by Postmodernism correspond to a

self-limiting movement from the possible to the realwhich cannot create anything

new, ornament is in linewith non-representational thought and the creative actual-

ization of the virtual. Decoration is contingent and produces communication" and

resemblance. Ornament is necessary and produces affects and resonance.



Drawing Affects

The research in this book aims to showthat ornaments are intrinsicallytied to
architectural affects. The Seagram headquarters carefully attaches l-beams to
its cladding layerto build a vertical affect. The Ricola Laufen factory uses slats
of different heights on its exterior cladding to build a weighted affect. The Prada

Tokyo store uses a diagrid with carefullyselected concave and convex glass pane

to give a quilted affect to its exterior. The 30 St. MaryAxe office tower introduces
diagonalventilation system, a diagrid, and two colors of glass to contribute a spiri
affect to the form. None of these specific decisions are crucial to the operation
of the building interior, but they are vital to the affects they trigger in the urban
landséape. Frits, laser-cut sheets, glass tubes, pleated floor plates, perforated
screens, complex tilings, and structural patterns are some examples of our
contem pora ry orna ments.

0ur initial phase of researching the cases included here revealed that they have

conventionally been documented in two opposing ways. At one end of the spec-
trum, there are glossy architectural magazines with exquisite photographs, whici
display the affects created by these buildings without showing why they are pro-
duced.0n the other hand, there are sophisticated magazines that document the

construction of buildings in detail, but rarelywith any explanation of the motives
that led to the specific choice or the resulting affect. The graphic approach to
this research aims to bridge this gap, discussing the construction of buildings
and the production of affects as a seamless continuity, as two realms that are
interconnected.

Each case is discussed overfour pages on two double spreads. The first double

spread is dedicated to the affect, whilethe second double spread is devoted to

the material used to construct these affects. The "section perspective" is used

to revealthe relationship between materialand affect in each case.

We have ascribed examples to three main classif ications:

The first classification is that of depth. lt orders building components from the
deepest to the thinnest: Form, Structure, Screen, and Surface.0rnament can

relate to depth in a number of ways. lt can work with the entire form, with the

load-bearing structure, or exploit the sectional depth of the cladding. The Form

category includes those buildings where the entire building organization is used



to produce the resulting expression. The Structure category includes those cases
that use the load-bearing structure. The Screen category includes those cases
that operate through layers inserted between the interior and exterior, main-
taining some visibility of the interior. The Surface category includes those cases
that add an independent layer entirely detached from the building interior.

The second classification is that of material, ordered from the most intrinsic
to the interiortontent, like program, to the most extrinsic, like branding.
This reveals that architecture's materiality includes visible as wellas invisible
forces. The manipulation of material in response to these forces structures
the ornament.

The third classification is that of affect. The interplay between depth Iform,
structure, screen orsurface) and a specific material Isuch as program, image,
or colorl produces the ornament lfor example complex tilings, perforated
screens, or structural patternsJ which transmits unique affects in each case.

The research has revealed a number of tendencies:

Factories and retailtypologies are mostlyfound in the Surface depth category.
The IBM Training and Manufacturing Center, Usine Aplix, and Ricola Mulhouse are
all factories which, due to the radical disconnection required between interior and
exterior, exploit the micro-depth of their surfaces to produce unique affects.

Towers are mostlyfound in the Form and Structure depth categories. ln the same
way that Sullivan suggested that towers need intrinsic expressionsT, Marina City
is vertically f luted;the Capsule Hotel is aggregated;30 St. MaryAxe is spiraling;
Johnson Wax is banded;the Seagram headquarters is vertically decorated.

Same material can produce different affects depending on the ornament it cre-
ates. The Banque Lambert headquarters and the Beinecke Library, both of them
designed by Gordon Bunshaft of S0M in the same period, have a similar "lattice"

construction system on the exterior. The Banque Lambert prioritizes structure
over enclosure, setting back the glass and exposing the cast structural members
to produce a directionaltapered grid as ornament which emphasizes a latticed
affect. Beinecke Library clads the structural members in granite sheathing and
marble panels to construct a translucent box as ornament which contributes to
a textured affect. Two different affects are transmitted from two different orna-
ments that are generated from two different processes.



New systems of production have opened up possibilities for differentiation and

customization. These are explored through investigations of patterns in the

Structure, Screen and Surface chapters. These create different affects in each

case. The Aichi Pavilion is modular and is based on the geometry of the tile.
The John Lewis department store is based on the seamlessness of a pattern at

the edges of a simple square patch fvery much like Escher patternsl. Federation
Square is based on a regular 2D geometry that is confused and masked by a

series of extrapolations in 3D. The Serpentine Pavilion is based on a regular
algorithm that produces an irregular pattern that is then cropped.

Differentiation is a contemporary affect repeatedly explored in many cases

througtr different material. These materials include tiling, color, layering, pix-

elating an image pattern...

Examples in the four chapters of the book show a progression from historical to
contemporary examples: 4 out of ó cases in Form are pre-1990(66o/oJ;ó out of 9
in Structure166o/o);4 out of 16 in Screen t25"/"1, and 3 out of 11 in Surface 127"/"1.

This reveals the specific emphasis in each period - on formal and structural
expressions in Modernism, and on Screens Iespecially) and surfaces in contem-
porary examples. The screen category is largerthan the others, perhaps because

it lies closest to contemporary conditions, where architects are responsible for a

smaller depth of the building. The Screen might be the most contemporary cat-
egory through which building expressions currently emerge.
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vi-:RAL program

-^: Marina City towers create a f luted affect by visually unifying two
:-:grams with very different organizations: sloped parking ramps and
':- apartment floors. The spiralfloors of the parking program below,
:^s projecting balconies of the radialapartments above, and a consistent
siructure of fluted arches for both programs are combined to construct
:ne affect of a large, fluted column.

\Apartments
Levels 21-ó1

Parking
Levels'l-19

Flat f [oor plate with
fLuted perimeter

Spiral f Ioor plate with
circular perimeter



PROJ ECT ARCH ITECT

Bertrand Goldberg
DATE

196L
LOCATION

Chicago, US

The fluted profile performs structurally
as a tapered arch that supports the cantilever
:f the apartment terrace

Glazing inset
to prioritize the
f luting of ihe f loor
plates as the
exterior image

Structural column
at interior apex of
fluted profile

Radial partition
wall between
a pa rtm e nts
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PROJECT

Capsule Hotel
ARCH ITECT

Kisho Kurokawa
i o¡re

i 1972
.).,.,.....,,,,,,

LOCATIO N

Tokyo, Japan 102

\

)i
I/
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The Capsule Hotel uses the programmatic units
of the hotel to create an aggregated affect. Rooms
are designed as capsules dimensioned to fit within
a regulating module that allows for different
configurations of capsules around the central coTe,'
generating a three-dimensional composition of
elements that contributes to the dynamic aggregation
of the whole.

The sleeping capsules come in four configurations

- two rear-entry and two side-entry types -
which can be attached to the core in different
orientations, staggered with a one-third or two-
thirds offset in plan. The capsule dimensions are
regulated by the grid in three dimensions: the
height and width are both two-thirds the length
of the capsule.

The vertica I positions of the
sleeping capsules are also
determined by the stair landings
of the central core. Three stair
runs make a complete revolution
around the central elevator shaft,
giving adjacent capsules a one-
third offset in section to match
their offset rn plan.

rrght
side entry

right
rear entry



ARC H ITECT

Kisho Kurokawa
DATE : LOCATION

1972 i Tokyo, Japan

ii02PROJECT

Capsule Hotel

-'re vertical offset between capsules
-:f lects the locations of stair core
:zdings at one-third intervals

Steel truss structure
is concealed to
contribute to the
affect of dynamically
aggregated capsules

Stair core with
landings at one-third
vertical intervals

Radial windows placed at the ends of
the capsules reinforce the changing
orientation of the units, adding to the
directionality of the aggregation

The panelization of each capsule into thirds
reveals the regulating grid that determines
the offset of the capsules in plan
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MATERAL construction -+
The 30 St. Mary Axe Street tower produces a spiral affect through rts tapered circular
form Ia profile that drastically reduces wind loads on the buildiñgl and the careful
organization of a structural diagrid that rotates through the floor plates of the building
The affective properties of the twisting diagrid members combine with the curvature
of the tower to add rotation and movement to a static object.
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PROJECT

30 5t. Mary Axe Street
ARC H ITECT

Norman Foster
DATE

2001,

Diagonalareas of dark
glazing for the air shafts
versus clear glazing for
office spaces reinforces
the spiral affect

LOCATIO N

London, UK

Spiraling interior air
shafts are used for stack
ventilation of the tower

i03

Structuraldiagrid
reinforces the
centrifugal spiral
affect of the form





PROJECT

Johnson Wax Laboratory Tower
ARCH ITECT

Frank Lloyd Wright
DATE : LOCATION

1950 i Racine, US oÁ



MATERAL cladd¡ ng

ln the Johnson Wax Lab:-=.:-., :,,,:-:ouble-height bands of horizontal
glass tubes replace th: -:^.:-. :^= srrip windows of the office tower,
acting as a light filte.:::,'.==- ^::- lT arrd exterior. Combined with an
alternating pattern 3" :--!:-t -¿zzanine levels in section and the
rounded coTneTS o' :s t-:' : :"e affect is a banded'column whose
interior contents e-: -=: :::-:l as a blurred presence on the exterior.

Plate g lass

-- 
=.:\5 .-__

53:

l'\j Plate g lass
mullions

Scalloped
alu minum
racks

''Koroseal" ring
wrth pyrex
couplers

Hollow pyrex tubes
are used instead of
conveniional glazing to
form a self-similar "micro-

banding" that reinforces
the larger banded order of
the building. The horizontal
coursings oI the glazing
also repeat the horizontal
coursing of the brick bands
that define the floors.



: PROJECT

i Johnson Wax Laboratory Tower
-----..:..............

Hollow pyrex tubes
and pyrex couplers
with Koroseal sealant

Rounded corners
of tower reinforce
banded affect

Recessed
'nezzanine level
visible behind
Couble-heig ht
¡anded glass tubes

l-:< cladding
. r:-esses banding
:- - :3r plates

ARCH ITECT

Frank Lloyd Wright
DATE

1 950

LOCATION

Racine, US i01
:

Pyrex tubes attached
with wire to aluminum racks

Laboratory desk and
shelving integrated with
height of brick cladding
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MArERALIight + 3413s

The Tower of Wlnds produces a dematerialized affect by cladding an existing cooling tower with layers of
lighting: neon tubes, mini-lamps and floodlights, reflected in mirror and perforated aluminum panels.
The illumination responds to environmental conditions around the tower, producing a constantly changing,
dematerialized aff ect composed of ephemeral patterns of light.

ln daytime, the tower ls
perceived as a blank volume
of perforated aluminum.

tr -;s cf white neon light
::- : r :a ly indicate the time;
: --:.--:l rings appearto float
: -: , - l :re neon tubes.

Mirrored acrylic plates sheath
the cooling tower, multiplying
the artifical lighting affects.

Floodlights at the foot of
the tower are controlled by

computer to create a larger
scale of illumination.

1,280 mini-lamps respond in

real time to surrounding noise
patte rn s.

The different lighting patterns
combine to produce a constantly
changing dematerialized affect
at night.
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PROJECT

I:*:::-l*t"o:

0uter Iayer of

ARCH ITECT

Toyo lto
DATE

1987 05
: LOCATION

: Yokohama, Japan

perforated aluminum
cladding disappears
at night

White neon rings

Steel columns
support the rings
of lighting

Existing concrete
ventilation core
and water tank
sheathed in
acrylic mirrored
plates on the two
sides without
I o uvers

Existing louvers
vent shopping
area below

Structural tie
cables attach
layers of cladding
to interior core

'.1ini-lamp rings
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ARCH ITECT

Future Systems
DATE : LOCATION

2003 i Birmingham, UK 0ó
PROJECT

Self ridges Department Store
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MATERIAL

The Selfridges Department Store uses the curving shape of its enclosure in combination with a regulartiling
system to create an amorphous affect. A matrix of curved, reflective anodized aluminum disks are mounted onto
a double-curved concrete shell, giving a visual scale to the blank volume of the department store. The dynamic
combination of a regulartiling system adapted onto an.irregularform creates an amorphous, reflective object
at the urban scale.

The disks - over 15,000 in total - are
always mounted normal to the plane
of the surface at their connection pointd.

shape ffiflffi#fl'ffifu#L$f* 38139

Aluminum
d isks

Plastic
membrane

Concrete
shel I

The curvature and
reflectivity of the
disks combine
with the form
of the building
to enhance the
amorphous affect.



PROJECT

Selfridges Department Store
ARCH ITECT

Future Systems
DATE

2003

LOCATION

Birmingham, UK i0ó

Double-curved
composite wall of
concrete, insulation
and smoothing
compound with
plastic sealing coat

Concrete and steel
floor slab

Anod ized
aluminum disks

:.'inless steel
:.^eling at base
: - shed to mirror
-sh

:.ete perrmeter
^g

Aluminum
concealed

g utte r
by disks
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MATERAL construction --+
The church of christ the worker creates an undurated affect through
the structural rationale that generates its form, based on a series of
double-curved r:oof arches and enclosing walls that determine the
tectonic system of the entire building.

The curve of the edge beam
approximates the shape of the moment
diagram created by the vault, converting
bending into axial forces - a more
eff icient structu ra I system.

The wall profile that results produces
a curving pattern of shadows that
r-einforces the undulating affect.

i f f"s. ds$ p F: F! s* #' *'&. :{*fr
F. F ff F. # {l :rÉ :: S *".ff:: ¡.*'* #
¡4!*ie fr :i *É,- ":r{r + : --q: I Eg qrl;

The roof vault of the church is a rigid,
double-curved reinforced masonry shel L
This geometry and its resulting structural
forces determine the undulated profile of
the enclosing walls that support the roof.

11115

Distributed spreading
force of vault

Counter-force of
post-tensioned ties

Shear force
on edge beam

Moment force
on edge beam



PROJECT

Church of Christ the Worker

The undulation of the
wall - which has more
surface area at the top than
at the bot[om - means
that the number of bricks
in each horizontal row
increases from bottom to
:op, generating a complex
.hree-dimensiona I pattern

-- 
= bricks are always normal to

'-= axis of the wall;the rotation
-'.'is axis around its endpoint
.' :re f loor] means that

'- 
= rricks are canted in two

: -=:tions, front-to-back and
.::-to-side

ARCH ITECT

Eladio Dieste
: DATE : LOCATION

: 19ó0 : Atlantida, Uruguay
.,,,,..i.,,,,,,,,,,,..........:........................

07

Brick cavity wall with concealed
high-strength mortar and steel
reinf orcement to g ive priority to
the undulated brick surface
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: PROJECT :

¡ Banque Lambert Headquarters i

ARCH ITECT

S0M / Gordon Bunshaft I--l
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MATERAL construction --+ r.8119

The envelope of the Banque Lambert headquarters uses
the structural grid of the building to produce a directional
latticed affect, through special concrete structural units
that are displaced to the exterior.

The tapering of the precast units
in one dimension and the pin-joint
between them emphasizes the
horizontal over the vertical, giving a
directionality to the lattice.

The glass enclosure is set back
from the free-standing exterior
structure - the inverse of the typical
curtain wall - to prioritize the lattice
on the exterior.



PROJECT

Banque Lambert Headquarters
ARCH ITECT

S0M / Gordon Bunshaft
DATE : LOCATION

1963 i Brussels, Belgium 08

..--.:
:

.. t:t",::;/--,/1

= r-joints break 
----rr.-.-.-: continuity

:' the lattice

Fixed sash
held back from
structure to
prioritize the
lattice on the
exte ri o r

lntegrated heating
and services

ln situ
concrete slab

members of the envelope are solid
units engaged with the f loor slab

the vertical
-nension and

; .'es directionality
:::he lattice in
.-: horizontal

-lenston

The lattice
stru ctu ra I
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PROJECT

Carson Pirie Scott Department Store
ARC H ITECT

Louis Sullivan
LOCATION

Chicago, US

DATE

1901 09
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MATERAL construction +
The Carson Pirie Scott Department Store provrdes deep recesses
in the structural grid whose faces in turn host decoration that
attracts attention when seen on the oblique, the typical viewpoint
Íor passers-by on the sidewalk below. The resulting aff ect makes
the department store more visually prominent when seen at an

angle, prioritizing the oblique view over the f rontal view.

The pedestrian view dictates
the location of the foliate
decoration: the sills, which
are not visible f rom the
street, are blank.

The visual density of the foliate
decoration increases the more oblique
the view, privileging the expression
of decoration from the close view of
the pedestrian. ln the distant view the
foliate decoration recedes, privileging
the structural grid and giving the
building a more restrained appearance
in its urban context.

Glazing is recessed,
providing the deep jams
and headers lined with
decorative terracotta ti les.

\
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DAT E i Lo c¡t lo t'l
:

1901, i Chicago, US 09

Projecting frame reinforces
foliate decoration as lining inset
into deep structural frame

Blank window sill at
underside of the deep

Recessed window casing
provides the recessed zone
for foliate decoration

Decorative terracotta ti les
with fol iate decoration

The face of the structural
grid is undecorated,
prioritizing the oblique over
the frontal

structuralframe
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MATERAL construction + 56157

The Simmons Hall dormitory at MIT uses the exterior structural grid to produce a scaleless affect,
exploiting the size of the windows within the grid to conceal the true scale of floor plates and rooms
within. Typical roorns are defined by a 3 x 3 matrix of openings rather than a single window of typical
dimension, making it impossible to discern the location of floors and walls from the exterior. Since we
visually judge the scale of the building relative to the size of the individualwindow - assumed to be

the size of a standard window - the dormitory appears much larger than it actually is.

The tiling pattern of
L-shaped aluminum panels
that clad the face of the
grid further obscures the
boundary between different
f loors and rooms.



DATE : LOCATION

2002 ¡ Cambridge, US i10
PROJECT

MIT Simmons Hall

a''

: ARCHITECT
:

i Steven Holl

L-shaped aluminum
facing panel --.-__r_

The depth of the
structural frame and
its cladding further
emphasize the grid
and reinforce its
scaleless quality

Reinforced structural
concrete frame

Recessed window
within the depth
of the frame gives
priority to the grid
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PROJ ECT

Seagram Building
ARCH ITECT

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
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MATERAL construction -+
The Seagram Building uses the steel structural grid of
the skyscraper to create a ver_tical affect, by attaching
a series of decorative l-beams to the envelope that
prioritize the vertical Iines of the structure over the
horizontal floor plates"

The l-beam sections attached
to the facade are part of the
prefabricated window units
that make up the skin

- revealed by the horizontal
gap between l-beam sections
f rom f loor to f loor.

The true structuralcolumns are
encased in fireproofing, while the
decorative l-beams attached to the
envelope "express" the concealed
structure underneath.

Terminating the curtain wall prior to the corner
maintalns the expression of each facade as an
independent f non-load bearing) system, and
reveals the full dimension of the structural
columns behind.



PROJECT

Seagram Building
ARCH ITECT

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe

LOCATI ON

New York, US

The bronze mullions
terminate at the building
soffit, exposing them as
non-structural when seen
from street level
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MATERAL cladd¡ ng

The Prada Aoyama store
creates a quilted affect
through an exterior cladding
based on three types of
glass panel - flat, convex
and coricave. The three-
dimensional form of the
glazing is combined with
a diagrid structure to
produce a quilted pattern
of diamond-shaped
windows that alternately
protrude and recede from
the envelope.

ln daylight, the quilted windows are more prominent than
the structure, distorting views of the products lnside and
giving the building a jewel-like appearance.

At night the quiltied affect is provided not by the three-
dimensionality of the glass panels but by the diagrid,
which becomes moTe prominent when backlit.



PROJECT

Prada Aoyama Store

ARCH IT ECT

Herzog & de Meuron
DATE

2003

LOCATI O N

Tokyo, Japan 12

Structural steel l-beam
encased in calcium silicate
fire-resisting cladding

The diagrid of the envelope
is extruded within the
interior depth of the
building to construct
structural tubes that
house changing rooms

"Floating" ftoor plates
of perforated sheet
aluminum below a

concrete composite slab
with epoxy-resin coating

J ra mond -sha ped
:lazrng panels
r three shapes:

=,at, convex
:nd concave

S.ainless steel
' ring between
: azing layer and
: agrrd structure
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PRO.J ECT

US Embassy

ARCH ITECT

Eero Saarinen
LOCATION

London, UK



ó81ó9MATERAL cladd¡ ng )

The envelope of the US

Embassy breaks down
the regular grid of the
envelope into a modular
affect of discrete cladding
units Imade of a precast
structural frame with rnset
window and moldings]
with decorative inf ill
sections, producing an
alternating pattern of
discrete modular elements.

nn
Gold-plated 0perable
aluminium vertical
mullron windows

Stone-clad precast
structural unit with
fixed inset window

Co rru gated
co n c rete
molding



PROJECT

US Embassy

Seen on the oblique, the profile
of the corrugated molding and
the gold mullions enhances the
modular affect

ARC H ITECT

Eero Saarinen
DATE

1960
LOCATI O N

London, UK 13

Continuous horizontal
recesses at the edges of
the cladding units reinforce
the module of the cladding
units as discrete elements

The width of the vertical
structural lines is used
to alternate wider framed
unrts with narrower inf ill
sections to emphasize the
modular affect
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PROJ ECT

Serpentine Pavilion
ARCH ITECT

Toyo lto, Cecil Balmond
DATE

2002
LOCATI ON

London, UK 11
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+patternMATE R IAL

The Serpentine Pavilion creates a random affect through a

patterning investigation enabled by structure. An irregular
pattern, generated by an algorithm that rotates and scales the
extended lines of a square, is cropped to produce a seemingly
random pattern through a regular process.
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The pattern is asymmetrically
cut off by the square perimeter
of the pavilion.

The pattern is separated and
rectilinear lines inserted at
fold edges to account for the
depth of construction.

Lines are carried around
adjacent faces when they
meet vertica I edges.

Alternating patches between
the structural lines are
filled with solid material,
increasing the appearance of
randomness. The resulting
surface pattern su pports
the pavilion through the
redundancy of the structural
members.
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PROJ ECT

Serpentine Pavilion

The lines of the pattern are built
as f lat steel beams selectively
infilled with aluminum and glass
to produce an alternation between
solid and void

ARCH ITECT

Toyo lto, Cecil Balmond

: DATE

i zooz
LOCATIO N

London, UK 11

4

fl

The diagonal pattern rs

interrupted at the edges
between roof and walls by
perpendicular structural
connections that meet at
right angles

Flat steel bar beam
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ARCH ITECT

Frank Lloyd Wright
: LOCATt0N

i Pasadena, US

\



MATERIAL patte rn 76177

The Millard House builds a relief affect through a composite
"textile block" wall composed of inner and outer cast masonry
units, held together by mortar and steel reinforcing laced through
channels cast into the blocks. The tiles produce a fabric-like
relief pattern at the scale of the block, enhancing the building's
appearance as a monolithic object in the dlstant view that is seen
as varied in the nearview due to the scale of the tile.

Steel reinforcing bars are set within
channels cast into the blocks,
giving the walla net-like structural
performance.

The relief pattern create:
more thickness around :-=
connections of the steel
bars behino, reinforcinc
the structural perf orma-:r
of the blocks.

Double glass layer
between inner and

inserted
outer blocks

l

I

The thinner X-shaped areas
between the steel reinforcing are
excavated as perforations, with a

glass or screen layer inserted into
the wall cavrty.



PROJECT

Millard House
: ARCHITECT

i Frank Lloyd Wright
DATE : LOCATION

1923 i Pasadena, US 15

The textile blocks
mask the presence
of the floors
behind, giving a

homog en eous,
mono lith ic

appearance to
the exterior

Pe rfo rated
textile blocks

Glass

Tra nso m
glass





SCREEN

16 diverse
17 modular
18 rusticated
19 textured
zo pleated
21 discontinuous
22 differentiated
23 embroidered
2Á complex
25 kinetic
26 moiréd
27 d¡fferentiated
28 differentiated
29 geometric
30 cinematic
3I luminous
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PROJECT

Silodam Housing

AR CH IT ECT

MVRDV

DATE

2002

: LOCATION :

: Amsterdam, Netherlands :

_,r
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The envelope of Silodam Housing explores a diverse affect as a result of its program, cladding the exterior in a
catalog of standard facade systems that correspond to different uses: offices, commercial spaces, public areas
and a variety of housing types. Each program and housing type Ilow-income, duplex, luxury, etc.J is identified by a
different material and fenestration pattern, creating a mixture that reflects the diversity of the population within.

C Hobby D LoftB Loft

E Valerius

82183

K Small balcony

trE tr=l== l==l_._L I li _l_l
H Studio

ffiffiffi$ryil trefiffi]ffiffi
ffiffiw%ffir ffi#ffi]ffiffi
ffiwffiffiffiffi-reffi-
ffiruffiffi'ffi| ffiffiffi#qwrdwwffil ffiffiffik]
L Live-work

l

R Patio

The differentiation of
unit types is balanced by
grouping together units
into bays, sometimes
stacking over multiple
f loors. The shared material
finishes of these groupings
and the arrangement of
corridors specific to each
unit type partitions define
"neighborhoods" within
the building, expressed
on the exterior.

P Senior living

I

I

I

Community store rooms

I Venetian
window

S Penthouse

A Unite type

G Big balcony

F Atelier

J Big balcony

M Five-room

0 Maisonnette 0 PanoramaN X-dwelling

R
I
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PROJ ECT

Silodam Housing
ARCH ITECT

MVRDV

LOCATION

Amsterdam, Netherlands .16

)rofiled steel

-luminum
,','indow frame

I rferent circulation

=.,stems on each floor

- some with corridors
'-3t run along the
'=:ade, others with
- ernalcirculation -

: -:dema

:=^erate diiferent
:=cths to the envelope 'f

t'/ ,:

'.:¡d a/
-dow frame -J ---'
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PROJECT

Berlin Free University
AR CH ITECT

Candilis-Josic-Woods, Jean Prouvé
DATE :

1973 :

LOCATI O N

Berlin, Germany 17



MATERAL prOgram
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The cladding of the Berlin Free University uses program to create a modular affect, through an array of weathered
Cor-ten steel and glass modular panels that accommodate different programmatic needs along the exterior
and permit the continual reconfiguration of the skin in response to changes over the life of the institution.
Composite paneltypes in two widths and varying heights are combined according to the proportional increments
of Le Corbusier's Modulor system, producing a highly varied surface when arrayed along the length of the building.

Fixed window

Storage unit Storage unit
type 1 type 2

0perable window
typel\

!ffi 7!!!

Cor-ten
panel

trÑ
I I I I \t
L_t L_t Ll

Ad ju sta b le
sun screen

Operable window
lype2 
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PROJECT

Berlin Free University
ARCH ITECT

Candilis-Josic-Woods, Jean Prouvé

:

i
LOCATION iiEt":ll::o,""1ll i Ir

: DATE :

. 1973 :

Windows and spandrel panels are joined together
with neoprene gaskets and stiffened by exposed
steel channels. Movement in the gasket provides
enough tolerance for the panels to adjust to the
planning grid of the interior

I I of the exposed metal is Cor-ten

=:eel - a worn, weathered surface that

=nphasizes the industria I aesthetic
:'the building

Projecting steel
channel between
panels

Neoprene gasket
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PRúJECÍ

[Dor'¡rinus Winerlt
AIICi.iITECT

i{er:zog & cie Fleur¡"os"¡

DATE : LOCATIDi\

199V : Niapa, ¡.JS



MATERAL construction -+
The Dominus Winery constructs a rusticated affect through an
exterior gabian wall of wire mesh cages filled with smaller stones
at the bottom and larger stones at the top, creating a complex
visual pattern of stones and crevices. The varying size of the
stones and the rock-like appearance of the wall play on traditional
rustication in a wallthat is in fact highly crafted and constructed.

Office level - largest stones

Mezzanine level
medium stones

Cellar level - smallest stones

The size and density of the stones in each gabian are used to control
the interior climate: a dense aggregation of smaller stones at the base
provides cooling and shadow for the lower level of wine casks, while a
looser aggegation of large stones at the top allows patches of light to
the offices at the upper level.



PROJECT

Dominus Winery
ARC H ITECT

Herzog & de Meuron
DATE : LOCATION

1997 i Napa, US 18

,-1,41

Suspended ceiling

Service catwalk
at mezzanine

Wrre mesh gabians
with varying sizes
of rocks found
on site

Concrete slab
backing wall
at lower level

The gabian wall is self-
supportingonly-arain
scTeen and light filter -
not the main structural
enclosure for the building

Main structure
of concrete and
steel framing
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AR CH ITECT

50M / Gordon Bunshaft New Haven, US
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MATERAL cladding ) 9/.1 95

The cladding of the Beinecke
Library creates a textured
affect through a two-sided
surface with a different
visual perfoTmance on
each face, appearing as an
opaque structural cage on

the exterior and a glowing,
translucent light filter
on the interior. From the
outside, the faceted cladding
of the structural grid gives
scale and texture to the
opaque box; from within,
the thinness of the marble
infill panels transmit a soft,
glowing light to the interior,
providin g visua I texture
through the irregular
veining of the translucent
stone sheets.

Exterior granite
cladding

Vierendeel truss 1/4" Vermont
marble panel

lnterior granite
cladding

I

'|-/\r\
\==<
\

I

f,I

\I

_____,__:-
\

I

t_I L

The exterior enclosure is conceived as a f ree-stanc -:
structural cage that both houses and protects the r.-=
books inside, contained in a transparent vertical gi:-- :

suspended within the interior.



PROJ ECT

Beinecke Rare Book Library
ARCH IT ECT

S0M / Gordon Bunshaft
DATE : LOCATION

1963 i New Haven, US 19

I

When seen on the
oblique, the deep
faceting of the
:.anite cladding
- _ -:Jses the vtsual

-=¡th and texture
: - :rg g¡9165¡¡g

t russ

Coffered ceiling
with inset lighting

0n the interior, the thinness
of the infill panels turns the
cladding into a translucent
box, diffusing light through
the veined texture of the
ma rb le

Mezzanine to book stacks
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MATERAL cladding 98199

The pleated affect of the Christian Dior
Omotesando store is created by a series of
vacuum-formed translucent acrylic panels
placed behind a layer of fritted glass f lush with
the skin, creating an appearance that varies
between flat and pleated according to different
lighting conditions over the course of the day.

The irregular banding of the floor
plates - with varying herghts for
each floor that are further masked
by horrzontalstrips in between
f loors - sets the scale for the
undulated vertical pleating of the
translucent panels.

l

le

I

l

I

MoldA/B
levels l and 2

Mold D

level 3

Mold C

level 4

Mold C

levels 3 and -

Different molds are used on different
levels of the envelope depending on the
height. The irregular heights of each
level mean the vacuum-formed panels
are cut off at different intervals, varyinc
the pleated affect without increasing tl-=
number of molded forms.

lrregular horizontal banding of envelope True f loor heig hts
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PROJECT

Christian Dior 0motesando Store

The skin is a thin cavity that conceals
:he interior of the store, while the
:ombination of flat glass and pleated
acrylic panels creates the illusion
:f a deep facade

ARC H ITECT

Kazuyo Sejima, Ryue Nishizawa
DATE : LOCATION

2003 : Tokyo, Japan

ilil
illil

ffiff[
Vacuum-formed
moveable acrylic
panels

Fritted glass

Aluminum
faceplate

Pe riod ica lly
positioned fiber
optic lighting
artificially
illuminates the
acrylic panels at
night to enhance
the pleated affecl
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s:-::¡ cladding -+
The "endless" volume of the Sendai Mediatheque - conceived
as a flurd space of real and virtual information - is delimited
by a discontinuous set of four elevations with three distinct
facade types, each determined by their orientation and program
The discontinuous affect of these completely independent
systems expresses the "arbitrary" enclosure necessary to turn
a continuous space of flows into a building.

facade
South
facade

Floor plates
concealed by
ceramic fritting

Metal brackets
connecting outer
glazing to glass
support ribs

Double-glazing
with air cavity

South facade



PROJECT

Sendai Mediatheque

,,)
'.:rovide

= 
-. :nd
:-.ing;
-^ . )^_ -,/tue

. =-l

AR CH ITECT

Toyo lto 2000

LOCATION

Sendai, Japan 21

Metalmesh
louvers
with edge
rods

Eg ress
space
behind
mesh





AichiSpanish Pavilion



MATERAL pattg rn
--+

The Aichi
Pavilion creates
a differentiated
affect through
patternrng, based
on a tile unit
produced from
a module of six
regular hexagons.

1 Distorting the
hexagonal geometry
within the perimeter
produces a regular
module of six
unique tiles.

2 Each of the six
tiles is coded
with its own
color, further
differentiating
the tiles.

Each of the six shapes is cast as
a glazed ceramic tile, produced
:n both solid and perforated
','ersions. Each tile has front
and back halves, connected by
¡rackets that are clamped into
: supporting stanchion.

-re basic unit of six tiles is mirrored and rotated to
:'oduce four orientations of the modules, which are
:ren aggregated to form the pattern of the facade.

Color adjacencies between the modules further
obscure the original module of six tiles, increasing
the differentiated affect.



Half tiles are
used at structural
connections and
pa ra pet

The cornice of the
pavilion is defined
by the geometry
¡f the tiles

PROJ ECT

Aichi Spanish Pavilion
ARCH ITECT

Foreign Off ice Architects
DATE : LOCATION

2005 : Aich¡, Japan 22

Translucent
membrane
roof

Backing structure
for tiled wall

Bracing struts

0riginal building
enclosure

Original building
structure

:| \]
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MAT E R IAL pattern

-+The John Lewis Department Store produces an embroidered affect through a pattern of four different panels thatcan be seamlessly tiled by sharing the same pattern at the¡r edges. The páttern provides areas of transparency andareas of opacity that, when repeated on two layers, makes the envelope iess transparent when seen obiiquely andmore when seen frontally, giving the shop floors a high degree of privacy from the exte¡or [where the obiique viewis typical in its urban contextl while preserving maximrr,ii"*, and light from the interior [where the frontalview isprominent] The fragmented patterns of the context, reflected in the mirror frit of the outer layer, combine wiih theapplied geometric pattern to create an embroidered affect.

Four different lace
panels share the
same pattern at
their perimeter,
allowing the panels
to be tiled seamlessly
to generate an
em broidered
affect across the
entire envelope.
The vertical and
horizontalsymmetry
of the perimeter
pattern allows each
panel to be rotated,
producing a set
of eight tiles that
are aggregated to
produce a seamless
embroidered affect.

When seen obliquely from below the mirror fritting makes il
difficult to judge the depth of the pattern as both ref lections
and the pattern behind aTe seen simultaneously.

When seen f rontally from inside looking out the twc . ."
of the pattern collapse on each other, providing gr3:.: -

transparency from the shop floor.

,iit*ri\ri:¡;il,.,i;

ffi:rj.i; -,;r:j;\
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PROJECT i ¡RCHltecr :

John Lewis Department store i io."isn office Architects . il: . lt"::t":|"., u^

-:.amic f rit pattern
: ^ tnner layer

.' -ror f rit
: :.ief n

- - ruter
:,:T

,/

:pacity
seen

:
:

i23
......... .........,.....:.

Dropped ceiling
cavity with
SEIVICES

More transparency
when seen f rontally
from shop interior

The superrmposed
pattern is extended
to the ceiling of the
gallery level

The pattern does not
continue to the ground,
emphasizing the skin as
an embroidered "fabrrc"
wrapping the masonry
construction rather than
a load-bearing element





PROJECT

The Atrium at Federation Square
ARC H ITECT

Lab Architecture Studio Melbourne, Australia

-::'--



xATER'tAL pattg rn tr

ffiffiffireffiffiffiH

The envelope of the Atrium at Federation square creates a complex affect
through a patterning provided by the structure of its exterior cladding,
using a regular pattern in two dimensions to generate a seemingly random
composition of elements in three dimensions.

A triangle of proportions 2:1 is tiled
in a regular pattern to generate a

simple pinwheel geometry that can
be nested in two dimensions.

5 triangles

t,/I
1 20 triangles

The pattern is tiled in regular rectangular patches that fillthe
rectilinear perimeter of ihe envelope. The localvariation of the
triangles within each patch camouf lages the regularity of the
overalltiling.

Exterio r
mullions

5r l--

Exte i'ior
structure

Diagona I

bracing
Connecting
struts

lnte rio r
structure

lnterior
mullions

Exiruding the pattern into two layers, assigning the members of the pattern randomly to
either the inner or the outer layer, and adding independent diagonal bracing members
enhances the appearance of complexity over the regularity of the pattern.

25 triangles



PROJECT

The Atrium at Federation Square

The pinwheel patterning deiermines
:he geometry of the interior and
:xterior layers, while diagonal
structural members and struts
3etween the two layers are completely
ndependent of the pinwheel pattern

\

ARCHITECT

Lab Architecture Studio
OATE i LOCATION

2003 : Melbourne, Australia 21

Exte ri o r
structure

Exte ri o r
mullions

D iagona I

bracing
between
laye rs

lnte rio r
m u llions

lnterior
stru ct u re

\





LOCATION

Tokyo, Japan
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branding ls&W&i&
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\rtft¡]\ aÑ'\aj The kinetic affect of the Louis Vuitton Roppongi Hills store is produced through a

}{-{ >+< >Y< >+< circular pattern associated with the Louis Vuitton brand, extruded into a deep screen ¡

ffiffi ih+i:triü#-.ffi**: ilih';'"','#ln*.u*+*'i','*' ru - |;á)á;+(ffiffi.. fl ffillr 1T-=,.":i.r\\F: ,1 /l
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L I
100 00

20" 
t i iI:,'"::TfjiJillffJ:f:"'::n:,',;i' Itransparency or opacity when seen from l\i?l .
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PROJECT

Louis Vuitton Roppongi Hills Store
ARC H ITECT

Jun Aoki, Eric Carlson, Aurelio Clementi

DATE I LOCATION

2001 i Tokyo, Japan
:¡ttr
,thtÉJ

^e fullfagade is composed
28,000 transparent

ass tubes Ieach '] 0 cm
drameter and 30 cm in

:rgthl, suspended within
- -eflective perforated
. :inless steel panels

=^C sealed between two
: :tes of glass

scree n

I nte ri or
logo screen



moiréd



: ARCHITECT

; Jun Aoki



MATERAL branding

Louis Vuitton bag
with pattern

Display boxes are placed within
the depth created by the inner and
outer layers of glass, based on
program areas within the building.
Bridging between the two layers
of glass, the result is a series of
floating boxes, vrsible through the
diffuse screen of the moiré pattern

The outer glass surface of the Louis Vuitton Nagoya store
is fritted with the checkerboard pattern of the Louis Vultton
brand, with the same pattern printed on the outer face of a

solid wall 1.15 meters behind. The identical surface pattern anc
the distance between the layers creates a moiréd affect, giving
the screen an ambiguous depth"

Superimposition creates moiréd affect

:;ff'"'"



PROJECT

Louis Vuitton Nagoya Store

A projecting cornice
:erminates the
ruter glass layer

St ru ctu ra I

:lass fins
: etween
:re layers
-:move the
: -esence

:'structure

r horizontal
defines the
of the building

: ARCHITECT
:

i Jun Aoki
DATE : LOCATION

2OOt, i Tokyo, Japan 26

Two layers of
ch ecke rboa rd
patte rn

Display box open
to interior
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i2lLOCATION

San Francisco, US
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MArER'AL lmage 

--+The embossed copper envelope of the De Young Museum uses an image of vegetation from the context as"material" to create a differentiated affect, translating it into a pixelatéd matrx which is then built as a three-
dimensional series of embossings and perforations. The resulting pattern of gradients does not depend on
the legibility of the image that generated it, but creates a differentiated seriei of holes that resonate with the
surrounding landscape.

126 I 127

1 Black and white: images of the
vegetation on the site

4 The pixel pattern is translaied into
an alternating grid of protruding
and depressed embossings,
stamped to four depths - greater
depths corresponding to darker
areas in the image. Each copper
panel contains a seven by thirty
field of embossings.

5 Six different diameters of
perforation are projected onto the
panels in response to ventilation
and lighting requirements. These
follow a twelve by fifty grid on each
panel.

ó The two patterns are
superimposed. Due to the
misalignment of the two patterns,
the perforations do not cancel out
the embossings.

2 lnvert: blacks become white
and whites become blacks

3 Pixelate: tone is converted into
a dot matrix
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PROJ ECT

De Young Museum

ARC H ITECT

Herzog & de Meuron
oaTE 

I

2005 
:

LO CATI ON

San Francisco, US

Adjustable shading
screens

Glazing onto second level
galleries
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MATERAL co lo r

The envelope of the Torre Agbar offices explores a differentiated affect by using coloring to
integrate window openings and solid walls into a pixelated pattern of squares. The patterning
of square cladding panels in various colors combines with the irregularwindow cut-outs to
create a differentiated appearance that is reinforced by the horizontal bands of louvers that
screen the envelope.

The outer concrete shell
of the tower is prerced by

square pixelated window
openings arranged in a

random pattern.

The middle layer of colored
corrugated panels absorbs
both openings and solid
wall into a unified pattern
of squares, dissolving
the image of the bu\tding
into a differentiated series
of pixels.

j\

\\\

An outer layer of
transparent glass louvers
Icontrolled by temperature
sensorslwith varying
degrees of openness acts as
a screen that further masks
the difference between solid
and opening, increasing the
differentiated affect.

130 I 131
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PROJ ECT

Torre Agbar Headquarters
ARCHITECT

Jean Nouvel
DATE

200 5

:

: LOCATION

i Barcelona, Spain i28

Divoting glass
:n structural

louvers
ra ils

Exterior shell of reinforced
structura I concrete blocks

Maintenance walkway
between cladding and louvers

Suspended ceiling set back
f rom exterior wa ll

Color pattern of the corrugated
aluminum weather panels
combines with the cut-outs of
the window openings

(_
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MATERAL lig ht

The envelope of the lnstitut du Monde Arabe - a museum devoted to Arab culture - produces a geometric affect
by using light to create a mechanized version of a mashrabiya, a traditionalornate screening device in Arab
culture. Light diaphragms operated by computer-controlled sensors vary their level of opening over the couTSe

of the day, casting patterns of light and shadow that create a geometric affect on the interior.

+0.26

Mashrabiya diaphragm, maximum opening

+1.00

Diaphragm dilation sequence
Ilarge and small diaphragms)
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PROJECT

lnstitut du Monde Arabe
ARCHITECT

Jean Nouvel
DATE :

1987 
i..,.'...'''.'''.'':

LO CATI O N

Paris, France 29

Perforated aluminum panels around each
"mashrabiya" guarantee the varying exposure
of the interior and increase the diffuse lighting
through the envelope

Geometric screen
of diaphragms

The level of opening
varies throughout
the day, operated by

computer-controlled
sensors that measure
the shifting rntensity
of the sun

A geometric affect is
created on the interior
by patterns cast by light
filtering through the
diaphragm envelope
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Maison de Verre



MATERIAL htlig

The custom-made glass blocks of the
Maison de Verre act as a projection screen
for light in both directions, creating a

cinematic affect that alternates between
external illumination by day and internal
lighting by night. Light rays bounce back
onto the glass blocks from interior objects,
producing a luminous cinematic screen
of blurred interior images.

lnterior steel
columns

Ladder
prop
for light
f ixtu res

Side wing
with inset
windows

Small
flood lights
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Main wing
Large
flood lights

The envelope is composed of 3,ó17
Nevada-type glass blocks '20 x 20 x 4 cml
which wrap the exterior. Strip windows are
inserted into the grid of blocks to create
direct views at strategic locations.
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Exte ri o r lnterior



PROJ ECT

Maison de Verre
ARCHIfECT

Pierre Chareau
DATE : L0CATI0N

1932 i Paris, France 30

The sloped ceiling assists in
bouncing light to the interior

Texturized Nevada
glass block panels

Steel support structure

Glass blocks are expressed
as a non-structural wrapping,
sometimes concealing the
f loor plate and sometimes
revealing it

lnterior objects are illuminated
and cinematically projected back
onto glass facade as blurred
silhouettes
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: PROJECT

i Kunsthaus Bregenz
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light

Kunsthaus Bregenz creates a luminous affect
through a self-supporting envelope of shingled
f rosted glass panels that f orm a deep lighting
system, bringing natural light into the stacked
galleries inside in varying lighting conditions.
Lighting within the cavity between f loors
registers the shadowy concrete gallery spaces
on the exterior, showing the surrounding
interior cavities as luminous volumes both in
daylight and with artif icial light at night.

A four-way bracket allows all four
panels to overlap simply at each
corner without touching. Tilting the
panels both horizontally and vertically
produces a two-way shingled surface.

The outer and inner layers of glass operate as
a light cavity, allowing indirect daylight into the
interior spaces of the musem while doubling as
a lighting system by night.

Iu*.g*remffiffi

Shingle system of etched glass panels



PROJ ECT

Kunsthaus Bregenz
ARCHITECT

Peter Zumthor
DATE : LOCATION

1997 i Bregenz, Austria 31

Etched glass panels
act as light refractors that
insulate against cold and heat
and create a luminous affect

I nterior f luorescent lighting
with prismatic louvers
maintains the luminous
af f ect in daylig ht

Suspended glass
ce ilin g

Steel f raming with
diagonal bracing

lnnen glass layer

Light cavity
between floors
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: PRO.JECT

i Ricola Laufen Warehouse
-OCAr|ON : t¡ t¡
Laufen, Switzerland i J¿



"o""lo'cIadding

The Ricola Laufen warehouse
rs clad in stacked composite
panels whose height decreases
f rom top to bottom, giving the
volume a weighted aff ect. The
progressive increase in the
height of the panels f rom bottom
to top subtly drstorts the scale of
the building, making it seem far
taller than it really is.

ln the distant view, the decrease
in scale f rom top to bottom
makes the base heavier than
thetop-acontemporary
interpretation of traditional
proportions that increases
the visual density of the base.
The overscaled cornice at the
top and the tripartite division of
panel sizes play on the classical
visual order of base, shaft and
capital, contributing to the
weighted aff ect of the whole.

In the near view, the difference
in height of the panels is nearly
indistinguishable when seen
on the oblique, leaving the true
scale of the volume visrble
without distortion.

1r,8 I 1L9



PROJECT

Ricola Laufen Warehouse
: ARCHITECT

i Herzog & de Meuron
DATE : LOCATION

1987 i Laufen, Switzerland 32

Wooden struts of
projecting cornice

lnsulated membrane
enclosure

Structural framing

Wooden
supports
screen

console
for rain

Concrete composite
rain screen panels

Concrete block
supports for rain
screen purlrns
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MATERAL cladd )rng

The Sig na I Box creates a n

affect of variable depth by

cladding the ordinary volume
of an electrical signal box in

thin horizontal copper bands
that are twisted at strategic
locations to provide llght to the
inhabrted spaces within. The
continuous transition from a

flat facade of copper bands
to a screen of twisted louvers
varies the visual depih
of the envelope

The copper louvers that wrap the exterior
also act as a "Faraday cage," protecting the
machinery inside from electro-magnetic
i nte rfe re n ce.

A distortion of depth rs

achieved by a simple 90-
degree twist of the louvers,
revealing the structural wall
and windows behind.



__::Í
:-al Box

AR C H ITECT

Herzog & de Meuron
: DATE

| 1994 i33LOCATION

Basel, Switzerland

Partial Iy visible windows
behind the louvers increase
the variation between
lhinness and depth

Concrete structure
of signal box

Window framing

Weather
membrane

Battens and
sheathing attached
to the concrete
structure provide
a surface for
attaching the
brackets that
support the louvers
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PROJECT

Boehringer lngelheim Offices and Laboratories



MArERALcladding +
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The existing skin of the Boehringer lngelheim
laboratory is clad with glass panels tinted in B colors
to form a differentiated image acToss the envelope,
masking the repetrtive office spaces behind with a

color pixelation ihat produces a differentiated affect.

When the
operable
glass louvers
are closed
a pixelated
graphic is

legible across
the entire
facade, masking
the repetitive
floor plates
behind.

Fixed panels

When the
louvers are
open the
image is

broken by the
open louvers,
em phasizing
a series of
colored bands
in lieu of a

co h es ive
image.

0perable windows

I



i PROJ ECT

i Boehringer lngelheim Offices and Laboratories
:............,,,,....-.,...

Fixed g lass
panels held by

metal purlins

Operable glass
ouvers held by

pivoting brackets
Ishown in closed
oosition)

I rerable louvers
^ open position

Sauerbruch Hutton
DATE : LOCATION 

i

2oo2 : Bio":::n: 9":'":l ,

Service passage
held by braces

Fixed and operable
window-u n its

Pivoting bracket
for operable
glass panel

Weather barrier
panels
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PROJECT

Christian Dior Ginza Store
ARCHITECT

Kumiko lnui
DATE : LOCATION

2OO/- : Tokyo, Japan
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MATERIAL

1 Perforations in the outer
skin create a striped
pattern inscribed within
nine metal panels.

2 lnner panels are silk-
screened with an identical
pattern of different sized
dots, one third smaller.

3 lnner and outer panels
align, but the smaller
pattern is shifted
relative to the grid.

róa I úr

4 The smaller pattern
repeats every two panels
and the larger every
so they appear not to

pat te rn

fhe envelope of the Christian Dior Ginza store creates a tartan affect through an offset pattern of dots on two
layers, one perforated and one silkscreened. The resulting combination produces a flickering viewthrough an
envelope whose scale in depth is diff icult to judge.

The repeated dot pattern implies that the inner
and outer patterns should align. Because
the inner pattern is a scaled-down version of
the outer pattern, the resulting perspectival
distortion makes it appear farther away than it
actua lly is.

The cavity between the outer and inner layers
is illuminated with fiber optics, combining with
the shifting visual alignment of the two patterns
to occlude or illuminate the perforations as the
viewing angle changes and create a flickering
tartan affect.
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ARCHITECT

Kumiko lnui
LO CATI O N

Tokyo, Japan 35

Envelope stanchion

Si I kscreened
dot pattern
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PROJECT

IBM Training and Manufacturing Center

ARCH ITECT

Eero Saarinen
LO CATIO N

Rochester, US 3ó
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The cladding of the IBM Manufacturing Center produces
an alternating affect through a composition of two-tone
blue panels arrayed in a repeating pattern, breaking down
the scale of the building in the landscape and producing
a shimmering optical pattern that blends with the sky.

Administrative wing pattern

The two wings of the
factory - administrative
and manufacturing - each
have a different alternating

ru-L LlII ¡t
pattern of two-tone panels
and strip windows, visually
unified by the repetition of
aluminum mullions set at
a common width.

Manufacturing wing pattern

,l

t

Administrative wing elevation

Manufacturing wing elevation
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: PRO.JECT

j lgM Training and Manufacturing Center
ARCHITECT

Eero Saarinen
DATE : LOCATION

1958 : Rochester, US 3ó

Projecting
aluminium
mullions
contribute to
the alternation
of the two-tone
panels when
seen on the
oblique

Rubber gasket

lnset strip window

Two-tone panels sheath the deep
structural beam at the top of the
building, leaving a thin cornice that
helps the building blend with the sky

Alternating pattern
of dark and light
blue insulated
metal panels with
proportions of 1 :3
and 2;3
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: PROJECT

i Usine Aplix
ARCH ITECT

Dominique Perrault Nantes, France
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The Aplix Factory creates a camouf laged affect by using
ref lective metal panels to f ragment and multiply ihe
surrounding landscape. The folded metal panels reflect
in two directions simultaneously, superimposing multiple
views into a f ragmented image of sky and landscape that
camouflages a large building within its context.

The corrugations of the
folded panels are structural,
stiffening them so that they
require no framing, no bolts
or other visible connections
that would detract from the
camouf laged affect.

Concealed framing
stru ctu re

Folded metal panels

The low, spread-out mass of the building helps
it disappear in the landscape, blending with the
line of the horizon when seen from a distance.
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Site plan



PROJECT

Usine Aplix
ARCH ITECT

Dominique Perrault
DATE

1999

LOCATI ON

Nantes, France i37

A thin folded metal cornrce
covers the corrugations
at the top of the building,
concealing the profile of the
building so the depth of the
envelope disappears

\

\

Backing
C-cha nnel
stru ctu re

Landscape
'ref lectio ns

Co rru g ated
mirror
panels
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Laban Dance Center i3g
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MATERAL co lo r

The layered envelope of the Laban
Dance Center creates a tonal affect
by color-coding the different interior
programs behind an exterior of
translucent polycarbonate panels.
A different color is given to each
dance studio Ieach with its own
size, herght, and formJ, while the
outer polycarbonate layer blurs the
different colors into a series of tonal
gradients whose intensity varies over
the course of the day.

40 mm polycarbonate
claddrng

172 I 173

Double glazed
translucent
glass

Anod ized
a lu minu m
support
structure

Steel mullrc-
support
b rat kets

1

E
magenta m 1 m2

ffi
turquoise t1 12

l-! -il l :--:'lI
green 91 92

m3

[r
t3

L

g3

The chromatic system is composed
of three colors, each with three tonal
variations.

West facade, daytime gradation

West facade, nighttime gradation



PROJECT

Laban Dance Center
ARCHITECT

Herzog & de Meuron
: DATE

: 2003

LO CATI O N

London, UK 38

Tra nsparent polycarbonate
panels protect against
glare and heat radiation

Steel mullion support
brackets ailow
polycarbonate to float

Translucent
glass behind
po lyca rbo nate
diffuses light into
dance studios

Aluminum
support structure
behind flush
po lyca rbo nate
surface

Sem i- ref lective
exterior windows
mirror landscape

above ground plane
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PROJECf

Ricola Mulhouse Factory
: ARCHITECT

i Herzog & de Meuron
.,, -...,.,..,.,.. - -.. - :- -..

: DATE : LOCATI0N

: 1993 i Mulhouse, France :39
..........:..................



MATERIAL getma

The envelope of the Rlcola Mulhouse Factory
constructs a gradated affect by silkscreening
a Karl Blossfeldt photograph of a leaf onto
the back of polycarbonate cladding panels.
Differing light condittons cause glare or reveal
the image so that the leaf appears in places
deeply engraved and in others barely visible.
The vegetal motif recalls the herbs Ricola
uses in its products, but it is the transience of
the image that f orms the visual identity of the
building - a play on the typical opacity and'bulk
of industrialsheds.

: -: ghting backlights the
::..:*^ at night and aligns

.- -:erlor lighting

2 Diffuse light

3 Direct

The angle at which light
strikes the polycarbonate
facade determines the
gradation of the leaf image.

Silkscreened
image

1 Back Iighting

1 Back lighting
2 Diffuse light
3 Direct light =

Po lyca rbo nate
panel

= clearest image
= visible
glare / obscured image



PROJECT

Ricola Mulhouse Factory
ARCH ECT

Herzog & de Meuron
DATE

1 993

LO CATI O N

Mulhouse, France 39

Polycarbonate panel
Iblank]

Projecting roof wlth
concealed back-lighting

Polycarbonate panel
(silkscreenedJ

Tru sses
concealed by
ceiling panels

Steel backing
stru ct u re

\
\
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Fukuoka Housing produced a textured affect
through its cladding. An image associated with
traditional Japanese architecture - cast panels
that reference the 45-degree stone coursing
typical of monumentalwalls in traditional
Japanese masonry construciion - is used to
create a monolithic, textured affect that wraps
the housing units.

Precast textured
concrete panels

Cropping of
textured stone
patte rn

Glazed storefront
below housing units

Concrete sidewalk

The 45-degree
blocks are
a gg reg ated
through a series
of reflections
and translations
to produce a

ra n dom- loo king,
yet repetitive
textu re.

The pattern is
arbitrarily cropped
by the perimeter
of the building
to highlight its
presence as
textu re.
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: PROJECT

i Nexus Housing

Precast textured
concrete panels

Cropping of
textured stone
patte rn

Glazed storefront
below housing units

Concrete sidewalk

ARC H ITECT

0ffice for Metropolitan Architecture
: LOCATION

: Fukuoka, Japan

DATE

199"1 10

Exterior patios
on top f loor
screened by
double height of
textured fagade

lntegral beam
system carrying
floor and wall loadr

Struétural column
behind glazing of
ground floor
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Santa Monica Place Garage
ARCHITECT

Frank Gehry
DATE

1 980

LO CATI O N

Santa Monica, US
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MATER'!aL imagg

The garage of the Santa Monica Place shopping malluses a meial
mesh screen to turn the surface of the building into a billboard
at the scale of the city, screening the parking structure with
large-scale lettering that signifies the name and presence of the
shopping mall in its urban context.

The branded affect is made more
dynamic by the layering of chain-link
screens that cast shadows on the
concrete parking structure behind.
The shadows of the south-facing
scTeen move across the concrete
floors of the garage over the course
of the day, producing an affect deeper
than the thin surface of the facade.
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Santa Monica Place Garage
ARCHIiECT

Frank Gehry
DATE : LOCATION

1980 i Santa Monica, US

Steel tube scTeen
structure

Standard chain-link
sc ree n

Smaller chain-link
letters painted white

Access stair

Concrete block wall
behind screen

Standard chain-link
fencing, a cheap off-thr
shelf material, used as
a "found object" in the
urban landscape
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Steel truss supporting
mesh screen
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MATERAL imagg

The Eberswalde Library
creates a serial affect by
cladding the floors in bands
of concrete and glass panels
covered with sil kscreened
photographs, dissolving the
envelope into a pattern of
repeating images.

The irregular rhythm of the horizontal
bands of images, of varying heights

- one, two, or three panels tall -
obscures the regular rhythm of the floor
plates and clerestory window bands.

Window
pattern

Silkscreened ceramic frit glass panel
1. Silkscreen is placed over glazed panel
2" Ceramic is applied through screen.
3. Silkscreen is removed and ceramic

is heat-fused to glazed panel.

Silkscreened cast concrete panel
1. lmage is silkscreened onto f ormwork

liner using setting retardant.
2. Panel is cast.
3. Panel removed f rom formwork

after setting. Retardant and unset
concrete rinsed and brushed from
face of panel.

lmage
patte r-

a

b

C

b

a
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: ARCHITECT

i Herzog & de Meuron,
: DATE i

Thomas Ruff i 1999 i

LOCATIO N

Eberswalde, Germany
i12

Silkscreened cast
concrete panels
mask the presence
of interior f loor
slabs and walls

Double-height
silkscreened
images are cut off
by the transparent
windows

Transparent
windows interrupt
serial pattern

Cle¡estory window
masked by
silkscreened glass
panel above head
height provides
diffuse lighting

Shelving
integrated with
exterior wa ll

Integrated desk
set at heig ht
of transparent
windows for
d irect views

of images
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